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Cover Illustration: Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is one of the main
mechanisms contributing to microbial genome diversification (see the
article by Boc, Philippe and Makarenkov in this issue). It is rampant
among various groups of genes in bacteria. HGT poses several risks to
humans, including: antibiotic-resistant genes spreading to pathogenic
bacteria, transgenic DNA inserting into human cell and triggering
cancer, and disease-associated genes spreading and recombining to
create new viruses and bacteria. Bacteria and Archaea have
sophisticated mechanisms for the acquisition of new genes through
HGT, which may have been favored by natural selection as a more
rapid mode of adaptation than the alteration of gene functions through
numerous point mutations. The three main types of HGT are the
following: transformation, consisting of uptake of naked DNA from the
environment, conjugation that is mediated by conjugal plasmids or
transposons, and transduction, consisting of DNA transfer by phage. A
bacterial conjugation plasmid transfer is shown. Photo credit AJC1
Flickr.
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Abstract.—Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is one of the main mechanisms driving the evolution of microorganisms. Its
accurate identification is one of the major challenges posed by reticulate evolution. In this article, we describe a new
polynomial-time algorithm for inferring HGT events and compare 3 existing and 1 new tree comparison indices in the
context of HGT identification. The proposed algorithm can rely on different optimization criteria, including least squares
(LS), Robinson and Foulds (RF) distance, quartet distance (QD), and bipartition dissimilarity (BD), when searching for
an optimal scenario of subtree prune and regraft (SPR) moves needed to transform the given species tree into the given
gene tree. As the simulation results suggest, the algorithmic strategy based on BD, introduced in this article, generally
provides better results than those based on LS, RF, and QD. The BD-based algorithm also proved to be more accurate
and faster than a well-known polynomial time heuristic RIATA-HGT. Moreover, the HGT recovery results yielded by BD
were generally equivalent to those provided by the exponential-time algorithm LatTrans, but a clear gain in running time
was obtained using the new algorithm. Finally, a statistical framework for assessing the reliability of obtained HGTs by
bootstrap analysis is also presented. [Bipartition dissimilarity; bootstrap analysis; horizontal gene transfer; least squares;
phylogenetic tree; quartet distance; Robinson and Foulds topological distance.]

The understanding that horizontal gene transfer
(HGT, also called lateral gene transfer) might have
played a key role in species evolution is one of the
most fundamental changes in our perception of general aspects of molecular biology (Doolittle et al. 2003;
Koonin 2003). HGT is a direct transfer of genetic material from one lineage to another. Bacteria and archaea
have sophisticated mechanisms for the acquisition of
new genes through HGT, which may have been favored
by natural selection as a more rapid way of adaptation
than the alteration of gene functions through numerous
point mutations (Doolittle 1999; Gogarten et al. 2002;
Zhaxybayeva et al. 2004). The 3 main types of HGT are
the following: transformation, consisting of uptake of
naked DNA from the environment, conjugation that
is mediated by conjugal plasmids or transposons, and
transduction, consisting of DNA transfer by phage.
There are 2 main approaches to identify the genes that
have been transferred horizontally. First, sequence analysis of the host genome may reveal areas with GC content or codon usage patterns atypical for it (Lawrence
and Ochman 1997). Assuming that these sequences
have not arisen from a selective process means that they
might have been acquired horizontally. Tsirigos and
Rigoutsos (2005) discussed a method for detecting HGT
that relies on a gene’s nucleotide composition and obviates the need for knowledge of codon boundaries. Second, the comparison of a morphology-based species tree
or molecular tree based on a molecule that is assumed
to be refractory to HGT (e.g., 16S rRNA or 23S rRNA)
against a phylogeny of an observed gene, inferred for
the same set of organisms, may reveal topological conflicts that can be explained by HGT. Ribosomal genes
may also undergo HGT, but they seem to do it at a

relatively low rate, and can serve as a first approximation to a species (i.e., organismal) phylogeny in the
absence of other data (Acinas et al. 2004).
The latter approach includes numerous methods that
started to appear in the early 1990s. First methods using
network-based models to recover HGT were proposed
by Hein (1990), von Haeseler and Churchill (1993), Page
(1994), and Page and Charleston (1998). Mirkin et al.
(1995) put forward a tree reconciliation method that
combines different gene trees into a unique organismal
phylogeny. The paper by Moret et al. (2004) presents
an overview of the network modeling in phylogenetics.
Maddison (1997) and Page and Charleston (1998) first
described the set of evolutionary rules that should be
taken into account when modeling HGT.
Several recently proposed methods deal with approximation of the subtree prune and regraft (SPR) distance
that is closely related to the inference of HGT events.
Bordewich and Semple (2004) showed that computing
the SPR distance between rooted binary trees is NPhard. A HGT model allowing for mapping numerous
gene trees into a species tree was described by Hallett
and Lagergren (2001; LatTrans algorithm). The LatTrans algorithm generates all shortest SPR scenarios
but is exponential in the number of transfers. On the
other hand, Boc and Makarenkov (2003) proposed an
algorithm that can be suitable for inferring partial HGTs.
Mirkin et al. (2003) designed an algorithm for the reconciliation of phyletic patterns with a species tree by
postulating gene loss, gene emergence, and HGT. The
latter authors showed that in each situation, their algorithm provides a parsimonious evolutionary scenario
consisting of mapping gene loss and gain events into a
species phylogenetic tree. Hallett et al. (2004) introduced
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a combinatorial model incorporating HGT and duplication events. The “HorizStory” algorithm intended
to approximate the SPR distance between rooted and
possibly nonbinary phylogenetic trees was described
by MacLeod et al. (2005). The algorithm works by, first,
eliminating identical rooted subtrees in the gene and
species trees. SPR moves are then carried out recursively
on the remaining trees until they are brought into agreement. Beiko and Hamilton (2006) described the efficient
evaluation of edit paths (EEEP) algorithm searching
for a minimum number of SPR operations between 2
rooted trees. The approach adopted by EEEP considers
the bipartitions induced by the branches of the reference
and test trees. The key to topological comparisons in this
algorithm is the subdivision of the reference tree bipartitions into those that are concordant and discordant with
respect to the test tree. On the other hand, Nakhleh et al.
(2005) developed the “RIATA-HGT” heuristic based on
the divide-and-conquer approach. Than and Nakhleh
(2008) showed that the latest version of RIATA-HGT is
considerably faster than LatTrans while being almost
equivalent in terms of accuracy. Recently, first probabilistic and parsimony models of HGT have started to
appear. Thus, Csürös and Miklós (2006) introduced a
Markov model of evolution of a gene family along a
phylogenetic tree. It includes parameters for the rates of
HGT, gene duplication, and gene loss. Jin et al. (2006,
2007) described 2 new algorithms for inferring HGT
events in the framework of the maximum likelihood
(ML) and maximum parsimony models.
In this article, we describe a new accurate algorithm
for inferring and validating HGT events. First, we will
introduce and study the “bipartition dissimilarity” (BD)
between 2 phylogenies. This measure of proximity between 2 phylogenetic trees can be considered as a refinement of the Robinson and Foulds (RF) distance
(Robinson and Foulds 1981), which takes into account
only identical bipartitions in the compared phylogenies.
We will show that the use of the BD as an optimization criterion offers important improvements over the
well-known least squares (LS), RF, and quartet distance
(QD) measures. A bootstrap validation procedure for
assessing the reliability of obtained HGTs will be also
presented. Then, a comparison of the performances
of the BD-based algorithm with LatTrans (Hallett and
Lagergren 2001) and RIATA-HGT (Nakhleh et al. 2005;
Than and Nakhleh 2008) will be made in terms of both
HGT recovery and running time and followed by 2
application examples.
M ATERIALS AND METHODS
BD and Other Optimization Criteria
The new algorithm for identifying HGTs proceeds by
a progressive reconciliation of the given rooted species
and gene phylogenies denoted by T and T0 , respectively. At each step of the algorithm, several pairs of
branches in T are tested against the hypothesis that a
HGT has occurred between them. The considered HGT
model works in both cases: 1) when the transferred gene

supplants the orthologous gene of the recipient genome
and 2) when the transferred gene, absent in the recipient genome, is added to it. Thus, the original species
phylogenetic tree T is gradually transformed into the
gene phylogenetic tree T0 by a series of SPR moves
(i.e., HGTs). The goal is to find the shortest sequence of
trees T, T1 , T2 , . . . , T0 that transforms T into T0 . A number of necessary “evolutionary constraints” should be
taken into account because postulating a HGT requires
that the source and destination species are contemporaneous. For instance, the transfers within the same
lineage (Fig. A1a in Appendix 1) and the transfers that
are crossing as shown in Figure A1b–d are leading to
inappropriate HGT scenarios and must be prohibited
(see also Maddison 1997; Page and Charleston 1998; or
Hallett and Lagergren 2001).
The problem of calculating the SPR distance is known
to be NP-hard for both rooted and unrooted trees. The
first proof of NP-hardness, in the case of unrooted trees,
was given by Hein et al. (1996), but was found to be incorrect by Allen and Steel (2001), who showed that the
related tree bisection and reconnection distance problem
is NP-hard but fixed parameter tractable for unrooted
binary trees. Then, Hickey et al. (2008) provided a correct complete proof of the NP-hardness in the case of
unrooted trees. On the other hand, Bordewich and Semple (2004) proved the NP-hardness of the computation
of the SPR distance for rooted binary trees.
We consider 4 optimization criteria that can be used
to select the best HGT at each algorithmic step. The first
of them is the LS function. It is computed as follows:
XX
(d(i, j) − δ(i, j))2 ,
(1)
LS =
i

j

where d(i, j) is the patristic distance between the leaves
(i.e., species or taxa) i and j in the species tree T (or in
the transformed species tree Tk obtained from T after
the SPR operation number k) and δ(i, j) is the patristic
distance between i and j in the gene tree T0 . The second
criterion that can be used for assessing the discrepancy
between the species and gene phylogenies is the RF
topological distance (Robinson and Foulds 1981). This
distance equals to the minimum number of elementary
operations, consisting of merging and splitting nodes
necessary to transform one tree into the other. The third
considered criterion, the QD, is the number of quartets,
subtrees induced by 4 leaves, that differs between the
compared trees. We can use these criteria as follows to
determine the best HGT. When several transformations
of the species tree, consisting of SPR moves between
its subtrees, are evaluated, the SPR move providing
the minimum of the selected criterion computed for
the transformed species tree T1 and the gene tree T0 is
retained.
The fourth optimization criterion is the BD defined
as follows. Without loss of generality, we assume that T
and T0 are binary phylogenetic trees having the same set
of leaves. A bipartition vector (i.e., split or bipartition) of
the tree T is a binary vector induced by a branch of T. Let
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FIGURE 1. Trees T and T0 and their bipartition tables. Each line of the bipartition table corresponds to an internal branch of the tree. Arrows
indicate the associations between the bipartition vectors in the 2 tables. Value in bold close to each vector represents the associated distance.

BT be the bipartition table of the “internal branches” of
the tree T (i.e., the table including all bipartition vectors
induced by internal branches of T) and BT0 be the bipartition table of the internal branches of the tree T0 . The bipartition dissimilarity bd between T and T0 is computed
as follows:
bd =

X

a∈BT

ˉ
Min (Min(d(a, b) ; d(a, b)))

b∈BT0

satisfies the triangle inequality (and is a metric), whereas
Proposition 2 establishes the maximum values of BD depending on the number of tree leaves. The bipartition a
of a tree T is associated with the bipartition b of the tree
T0 (this association is denoted by a → b) if the Hamming
distance between the bipartition vectors corresponding
to a and b is the smallest among all possible distances
computed between a and all the bipartition vectors of T0 .

(2)

Proposition 1 Let T1 , T2 , and T3 be phylogenetic trees with
the same number of internal branches and the same sets of
leaves. Then, if:

where d(a, b) is the Hamming distance between the bipartition vectors a and b, and aˉ and bˉ are the complements of a and b, respectively. Such a measure represents
a refinement of the RF metric, which takes into account
only identical bipartitions.
For instance, the BD between the trees T and T0 with 6
leaves (Fig. 1) is computed as follows: bd(T, T0 )=((2+1+
2) + (2 + 1 + 1))/2 = 4.5. Here, the minimum of the Hamming distance between the bipartition corresponding to
the branch a and all the bipartition vectors in BT 0 is 2.
It is the distance between the vectors a and fˉ , and a and
d (in Fig. 1, only the association between a and fˉ is presented by an arrow). For the bipartition b, this distance
is 1 (the distance between b and d) and for the bipartition c, this distance is 2 (the distance between c and d).
In the same way, the minimum distance between the biˉ for
partition e and all the bipartitions in BT is 2 (with b),
ˉ
the bipartition f , this distance is 1 (also with b), and for
the bipartition d, it is 1 (with b).
This example shows that several bipartition vectors
of the first bipartition table can be associated with the
same bipartition vector of the second table; for example,
ˉ and both b and
d, e, and f are associated with b (or b),
c are associated with d (Fig. 1). Moreover, the BD is not
always a metric. For trees with 5 or more leaves, one can
exhibit 3 tree topologies for which the triangle inequality does not hold. Propositions 1 and 2 below (their
proofs can be found in online Appendix 1 available
from http://www.sysbio.oxfordjournals.org/) establish
some interesting properties of the BD. Thus, Proposition
1 states the sufficiency condition ensuring that a BD

1. For any 2 bipartitions, a and b from different trees: a →
b implies that b → a and
2. For any 3 bipartitions, a ∈ T1 , b ∈ T2 , and
c ∈ T3 : a → b and b → c implies that a → c,

+

X

b∈BT0

Min(Min(d(b, a) ; d(b, aˉ )))
a∈BT

!

2,

then the triangle inequality, bd(T1 , T2 ) ≤ bd(T1 , T3 ) +
bd(T2 , T3 ), holds.

Proposition 2 The value of the BD between 2 phylogenetic
trees on the same sets of n leaves ranges from 0 to n(n − 3)/2
if n is even and from 0 to (n − 1)(n − 3)/2 if n is odd.
Heuristic Algorithm for Predicting HGTs
In this section, we discuss the main features of the
new algorithm for inferring HGTs. Consider a HGT in
the species tree T going from a to b and transforming it
into the tree T1 (Fig. 2). The following constraint is postulated: To permit the HGT between the branches (x, y)

FIGURE 2. Subtree constraint: The transfer between the branches
(x, y) and (z, w) in the species tree T is allowed if and only if the cluster
rooted by the branch (x, a), and regrouping both affected subtrees, is
present in the gene tree. Throughout the article, a single tree branch is
depicted by a plane line and a path is depicted by a wavy line.
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and (z, w) of the species tree T, the cluster (i.e., clade)
consisting of the subtree rooted by the branch (x, a), and
including the vertices y and w in the tree T1 , must be
present in the gene tree T0 .
Such a constraint, called here the “subtree constraint,”
enables us to arrange first the topological conflicts between T and T0 , which are due to the transfers between
the closest ancestors of the contemporary species, and
which are easier to detect, and then identify the HGTs
that occurred deeper in the phylogeny. Moreover, the
use of the subtree constraint allows us to take into
account automatically all required evolutionary constraints (Fig. A1) because both subtrees involved in the
HGT have to be present in the gene tree T0 as well as
the new subtree that they form after the transfer (Fig. 2).
Indeed, if the same lineage HGTs (Fig. A1a) or the
transfers crossing in a way presented in Figure A1(b–d)
were permitted, the subtree constraint would not
hold (the reader is referred to the Discussion section
where all advantages brought by this constraint are
summarized).
The 2 following theorems establish some properties of
bipartitions in the context of HGTs satisfying the subtree constraint. These properties are used in the HGT
detection algorithm described below. The proofs of both
theorems are presented in online Appendix 1.
Theorem 1. If the newly formed subtree Subyw resulting
from the HGT (i.e., the subtree rooted by the branch (x, a) in
Fig. 2) is present in the gene tree T 0 , and the bipartition vector
associated with the branch (x, x1 ) in the transformed species
tree T1 (Fig. A2) is present in the bipartition table of T 0 , then
the HGT from (x, y) to (z, w), transforming T into T1 , is a
part of a minimum cost HGT scenario transforming T into T 0
and satisfying the subtree constraint.
Theorem 2. If the newly formed subtree Subyw resulting
from the HGT (i.e., the subtree rooted by the branch (x, a)
in Fig. 2) is present in the gene tree T 0 , and all the bipartition
vectors associated with the branches of the path (x0 , z0 ) in the
transformed species tree T1 (Fig. A2) are present in the bipartition table of T 0 , and the path (x0 , z0 ) in T1 consists of at least
3 branches, then the HGT from (x, y) to (z, w), transforming T into T1 , is a part of any minimum cost HGT scenario
transforming T into T 0 and satisfying the subtree constraint.
The main steps of the algorithm intended to provide a minimum cost SPR transformation of the given
species tree into the given gene tree are the following (the scheme of this algorithm is also presented in
Appendix 2).
Preliminary step.—Infer the species and gene trees, denoted respectively by T and T0 , whose leaves are labeled
with the same set of n species. Both trees must be rooted
depending on biological evidence. If no plausible evidence for rooting the species and gene trees is available,
the outgroup or midpoint strategies can be used to root
the trees. The correct tree rooting is essential because
a misplaced root in the species or gene tree will lead
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to false positive and false negative HGTs. If there exist identical subtrees with 2 or more leaves belonging
to both T and T0 , reduce the size of the problem by
replacing the identical subtrees by the same single
auxiliary branch in both T and T0 .
Step k.—Consider all possible HGTs between pairs of
branches in the species tree Tk−1 (T0 = T at Step 1),
except the transfers between adjacent branches and
those violating the subtree constraint. Among all eligible (i.e., satisfying the subtree constraint) HGTs, look
for those satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 first
and Theorem 1 second. Carry out the SPR moves corresponding to these HGTs, thus transforming the tree
Tk−1 into the tree Tk . If no such HGTs exist, carry out
all SPR moves corresponding to the transfers satisfying
the subtree constraint. Hence, at each step, multiple
SPR moves (i.e., multiple HGTs) can be carried out.
The direction of each HGT is determined using the selected optimization criterion that can be in our case:
LS, RF, QD, or BD. Among 2 opposite HGTs, choose
the transfer that minimizes the value of the selected
optimization criterion computed for the transformed
species tree Tk and gene tree T0 . Reduce the size of
the problem by collapsing the newly formed subtree(s) in the transformed species tree Tk and the gene
tree T0 .
Stopping Condition, Time Complexity, and Idle Transfer
Elimination Procedure
The procedure stops when the RF, LS, QD, or BD
coefficient equals zero. Because of the progressive size
reduction of the species and gene trees and possibility of identifying multiple HGTs at each step, the time
complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(kn3 ) to infer
that k transfers to reconcile a pair of species and gene
phylogenies with n leaves. Once the species and gene
trees are reconciled, a backward procedure for eliminating the idle transfers (an idle, or redundant, transfer is
the transfer whose removal from the obtained scenario
does not change the topology of the resulting gene tree)
is carried out. For instance, given the HGT solution
shown in Figure 6, the transfer between Methanoccocus jannaschii and the 5-taxa cluster below including
Archaeoglobus fulgidus, and performed as HGT number
4, would be an idle transfer (i.e., this HTS would be
canceled by SPR moves 4 and 5 presented in Fig. 6). If
a k-transfer scenario was found by the algorithm, the
backward elimination procedure first tests (k-1) possible
subscenarios of HGTs such that in which of them, one
of the initially found transfers is eliminated. If no one
of the (k-1) subscenarios leads to the same gene tree,
then the procedure stops without eliminating HGTs.
Otherwise, the first subscenario with (k-1) HGTs that
leads to the same gene tree is retained, and all subscenarios with (k-2) HGTs are tested in the similar way.
The procedure stops when no more idle HGTs can be
found.
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Proposition 3 If the subtree constraint is applied at all steps,
then:
1. The described HGT detection algorithm has at most n −
3 steps, and needs at most n − 3 HGTs (i.e., n − 3
SPR moves), to transform a binary species tree T with
n leaves into a binary gene tree T 0 with the same set of
leaves and
2. The gene tree T 0 is always recovered at the last step of
the algorithm (i.e., Tk = T0 , assuming Step k was the
last step of the algorithm) whatever the selected optimization criterion (RF, LS, QD, or BD).
The proof of this proposition is based on the fact that
the maximum number of internal branches in a phylogenetic tree with n leaves is n − 3 and that each SPR
move satisfying the subtree constraint creates at least
one new internal branch in the transformed species tree
(e.g., branch (x, a) in Fig. 2), existing already in the gene
tree T0 . Also, whereas the topologies of the transformed
species tree and the gene tree T0 are different, there
exists at least 2 SPR operations (inducing opposite
HGTs), satisfying the subtree constraint, that can be
carried out. The reader is also referred to Bordewich et
al. 2009, theorems 3.1 and 4.1, where the authors prove
the existence of a sequence of SPR moves, transforming T into T0 , in a way that any following tree Tp in
the sequence is obtained from Tp−1 by a single SPR
operation and RF(Tp , T0 ) < RF(Tp−1 , T0 ) (or respectively,
QD(Tp , T0 ) < QD(Tp − 1, T0 )). Even though the subtree
constraint is not stated in Bordewich et al. (2009), it is
implicitly used in the theorem’s proofs. The presence of
such a sequence of SPR moves is harder to prove theoretically in the case of LS and BD, but the results of a
simulation that we conducted for this purpose suggest
that it should exist for the 2 latter measures as well.
HGT Bootstrap Validation
Bootstrap analysis is used to place confidence
intervals on internal branches of phylogenetic trees
(Felsenstein 1985). Here, we extend the HGT bootstrap
validation procedure, initially proposed in Makarenkov
et al. (2006), to assess the bootstrap support of inferred
HGTs. The 3 following strategies can be adopted to
evaluate the reliability of the obtained HGTs.
First, the sequence data used to build both species and
gene trees are pseudoreplicated. The species and gene
trees are inferred from pseudoreplicated sequences by
the same tree inferring method used to reconstruct the
original species and gene trees. Thus, for all the HGTs
being part of the original scenario, we verify if they
appear in the HGT scenarios generated with the trees
inferred from pseudoreplicates. This verification is carried out by comparing the corresponding SPR moves.
In this study, 2 HGTs (or SPR moves) were considered
as equal if and only if both donor branch (e.g., branch
(x, y) in Fig. 2) and recipient branch (e.g., branch (z, w)
in Fig. 2) bipartitions were equivalent in both transfers
(i.e., the topologies of the donor and recipient subtrees
could be different, but the species content within them
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was the same in both compared HGTs). An alternative,
and stricter, definition would consider that 2 HGTs are
equal if and only if the donor and recipient subtrees are
identical in both transfers (i.e., the RF distance between
them equals 0). Because both species and gene data
are pseudoreplicated, such a strategy usually provides
low HGT bootstrap scores, especially for badly resolved
phylogenies. It is worth noting that not all pseudoreplicated data sets give rise to the species or gene tree whose
root branch induces exactly the same root bipartition as
that of the original species or gene tree does. If a branch
inducing the bipartition identical to the root branch of
the reference tree does not exist in the pseudoreplicated
tree, then the root of the pseudoreplicated tree can be
placed to the branch inducing the closest bipartition, in
terms of the Hamming distance, to that induced by the
root branch of the corresponding original (species or
gene) tree. Such a root positioning strategy is intended
to reduce the number of HGTs detected with the pseudoreplicated data (an alternative strategy could utilize
an outgroup or a midpoint to root the pseudoreplicated trees).
Second, only the sequence data used to build the
gene tree are pseudoreplicated. The sequences used to
build the species tree are not resampled. The species tree
is taken as an a priori assumption of the method and
held constant. In this case, we have to verify that the
species tree has a high reliability (e.g., high bootstrap
scores). For instance, the species tree can be inferred
using appropriate taxonomic information available at
the NCBI (The NCBI Handbook 2002) or Tree of Life
(Maddison and Schulz 2004) Web sites. The situation
when the bipartition corresponding to the root branch
of the original gene tree is not found in the tree inferred
from pseudoreplicates can be treated in a similar way to
the previous case. This bootstrap strategy usually yields
higher HGT bootstrap scores than the first one.
Third, HGT bootstrap between 2 tree topologies can
be carried out. In contrast to the traditional bootstrap
that needs sequence data to compute bootstrap scores,
HGT bootstrap can be performed even though only the
topologies of the species and gene trees are available.
Precisely, we can first execute our program with the
exhaustive search option, providing the list of all minimum cost HGT scenarios; this option is also available in
the LatTrans program (Hallett and Lagergren 2001). It
has an exponential time complexity with respect to the
number of HGTs. In our strategy, this option consists of
checking all possible SPR moves satisfying the subtree
constraint but not only those minimizing at each step
the value of the selected optimization criterion. Once
the list of all possible minimum cost HGT scenarios
is established, we can compute HGT bootstrap scores
by estimating the occurrence rate of each HGT in this
list.
When the species or gene sequence data are available,
the combination of the described strategies (1 and 3) or
(2 and 3) can be also carried out to assess HGT bootstrap
support. In a general case, Formulas 3 and 4 can be used
to compute the bootstrap score HGT BS of the transfer t:
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where NT and NT0 are, respectively, the number of
species and gene trees generated from pseudoreplicates
and Nij is the number of minimum cost scenarios obtained when carrying out the algorithm with the species
tree Ti and gene tree Tj0 . The bootstrap score of a HGT
scenario can be defined as a product of all individual
bootstrap scores found for the transfers being part of
this scenario. A comparison of the proposed bootstrap
validation technique with the HGT support assessing
method included in the “PhyloNet” package (Than et al.
2008a) is provided in the next section.
S IMULATION S TUDY
Simulation Design
A Monte Carlo study was conducted to test the ability of the new algorithm to recover correct HGTs. Two
types of simulations were conducted: In the first one,
we considered gene trees with varying confidence levels (their average bootstrap scores ranged from 60% to
100%), whereas in the second, gene trees were assumed
not to contain uncertainties and the simulations were
carried out with tree-like data only (species trees were
assumed to be known in both types of simulations).
We examined how the new algorithm performs depending on the selected optimization criterion (including LS,
RF, QD, and BD), the number of observed species, and
the number of HGTs. Then, the detailed comparison
with the LatTrans (Hallett and Lagergren 2001) and
RIATA-HGT (Nakhleh et al. 2005; Than and Nakhleh
2008) algorithms was carried out using the optimization
strategy based on BD, which yielded the best results
among the 4 competing optimization strategies. The
simulation procedure included the 4 basic steps described below.
First, a binary species tree T was generated using the
random tree generation procedure proposed by Kuhner
and Felsenstein (1994). The branch lengths of T were
computed using an exponential distribution. Following
the approach of Guindon and Gascuel (2002), we added
some noise to the branches of the species phylogeny to
create a deviation from the molecular clock hypothesis.
All branch lengths of T were multiplied by 1 + ax, where
the variable x was obtained from an exponential distribution (P(x > k) = exp(−k)) and the constant a was a
tuning factor for the deviation intensity. As in Guindon
and Gascuel (2002), the value of a was fixed to 0.8. The
random trees generated by this procedure had depth of
O(log(n)), where n is the number of species (i.e., number
of leaves in a binary phylogenetic tree).
Second, for the first type of simulations only, where
the gene tree was supposed to include uncertainties,
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we used the “SeqGen” program (Rambaut and Grassly
1997) to generate DNA sequences along the branches of
the species tree T constructed at the first step. Because
SeqGen gives as result only the sequences associated
with the tree leaves, we also wrote a program allowing us to identify all the sequences associated with the
internal nodes of the species phylogeny. The SeqGen
program was used with the HKY model of nucleotide
substitution, model of rate heterogeneity assigning different rates to different sites according to a gamma
distribution (with the shape parameter equal to 1.0 and
TS/TV ratio equal to 2.0). These settings were selected
in order to render the simulation parameters similar to
those used in the Examples section. The DNA sequences
with 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10,000 nucleotides were
generated.
Third, for each species tree T, we, in turn, generated gene trees with the same number of leaves by
performing a fixed number of random SPR moves (representing HGTs) of its subtrees. A model satisfying the
evolutionary constraints (Fig. A1) was implemented to
generate random HGTs. For each species tree, the gene
trees encompassing different numbers of HGTs, varying from 1 to 10, were generated. In the first type of
simulations where the sequence data were analyzed,
we proceeded as follows: After each SPR operation, we
regenerated, using SeqGen, the sequences associated
with all the nodes of the subtree being moved. This
regeneration started from the root sequence of this subtree, which was set equal to the sequence associated
with the internal node, closest to the tree root, of the
recipient branch. For each sequence length, different
substitution rates were simulated. Various tree heights,
obtained by means of the branch lengths adjustment,
were considered in order to attain the variations of
the substitution rate (see Posada and Crandall 2001 for
more detail). These variations led to the gene trees with
different average bootstrap scores, ranging from 60%
to 100%. For instance, for the gene trees with 50 leaves
and DNA sequences with 1000 nucleotides, the average branch length of 4.3 was necessary to obtain the
average bootstrap score of 100%, whereas the average
bootstrap score of 60% corresponded to a much shorter
average branch length, equal to 0.08. To obtain a necessary average branch length of a gene tree, we divided
by a predefined constant value all branch lengths of the
corresponding species tree, which were computed at
Step 1. Using the “Seqboot” program from the PHYLIP
package (Felsenstein 1989), we created 100 replicates
of each generated data set. The ML trees were then inferred from the original and replicated sequences using
the PHYML (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) method. All
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trees within each of the 4 confidence intervals was
attained.
Fourth, the results illustrated in Figures 3, OA5, OA6,
OA7 (in online Appendix 2), and 4 were obtained from
simulations carried out with random binary phylogenetic trees with 10, 20, . . . , 100 leaves. For each tree size,
number of HGTs, sequence length, and substitution rate
(the last 2 parameters were considered only in the simulations with sequences), 1000 replicated data sets were
generated (with an exception of LatTrans in the case of
Fig. 3). In the simulations with both sequence and treelike data, the 4 HGT detection strategies based on LS,
RF, QD, and BD, as well as the exhaustive search LatTrans algorithm, were compared (see Figs. 3, OA4, OA5,
and OA6). Then, the BD-based strategy was compared
(Fig. 4) with the RIATA-HGT algorithm (in the latter
case, the comparison was also conducted for nonbinary
trees).

FIGURE 3. Percentage of instances the algorithms recover correct
HGTs for the gene trees with the confidence levels: a) 60–70%, b) 70–
80%, c) 80–90%, and d) 90–100%. Each reported value represents the
average result obtained for random trees with 10, 20,. . . ,100 leaves and
DNA sequences with 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10,000 nucleotides; 1000
replicates were generated for each combination (tree size, sequence
length, and substitution rate) for the LS-, RF-, QD-, and BD-based
algorithms and 100 replicates for each combination for LatTrans.

the PHYML parameters were identical to those used
in SeqGen. All the phylogenies inferred from DNA sequences were then classified into 1 of the 4 categories
(intervals: 60–70%, 70–80%, 80–90%, and 90–100%), depending on their average bootstrap score (the PHYML
program also allows users to compute bootstrap scores).
The gene trees whose bootstrap scores were lower
than 60% were ruled out. A uniform distribution of

Comparison of the LS-, RF-, QD-, and BD-based
Algorithms and LatTrans
First, we compared between them the 4 algorithmic
strategies discussed in the article in the simulations with
sequence data. The behavior of the HGT detection rate
versus the number of HGTs is presented in Figure 3. The
performances of the LS-, RF-, QD-, and BD-based algorithms, and those of LatTrans, are presented separately
for each of the selected confidence intervals of the gene
tree (i.e., 60–70%, 70–80%, 80–90%, and 90–100%). The
HGT detection rate (i.e., true positives) was measured
as a percentage of recovered transfers present in the
generated HGT scenario. The BD-based algorithm was
generally more accurate than the LS-, RF-, QD-based
strategies, and LatTrans in terms of HGT detection rate
(Fig. 3). Its performances are more noticeable for the
gene trees with higher confidence levels, ranging from
80% to 100% (Fig. 3c,d), when compared with the LS-,
RF-, and QD-based strategies, and for the gene trees
with lower confidence levels, ranging from 60% to 80%
(Fig. 3a,b), when compared with LatTrans. Interestingly,
the BD- and LS-based algorithms as well as LatTrans
provided very similar results when the number of HGTs
was low. For the gene trees with the highest confidence
level (Fig. 3d), the BD-based strategy and LatTrans
yielded very stable results, which were usually better
than those given by the QD- and LS-based algorithms.
However, for the gene trees with lower average bootstrap support (Fig. 3a–c), the LS-based strategy usually
outperformed its QD and RF counterparts and sometimes showed the results that were very close to those
given by the BD-based algorithm and LatTrans. Not
surprisingly, the RF-based algorithm was usually worse
of the 5 compared techniques regardless of the gene tree
confidence level and number of HGTs.
Second, we studied the behavior of the LS-, RF-, QD-,
and BD-based algorithms under the conditions of correctness of the gene tree (i.e., tree-like data). Figure
OA5a (online Appendix 2) depicts the average HGT
detection rates corresponding to the 4 considered
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optimization strategies. Figure OA5b depicts the accuracy of the 4 algorithmic strategies in terms of recovery
of the complete generated HGT scenario. For both considered criteria (Fig. OA5a,b), the algorithmic strategy
based on BD clearly outperformed the strategies based
on RF, LS, and QD. The results obtained with QD improve as the number of HGTs increases (Fig. OA5a), and
they are only slightly inferior to those obtained with BD
as to the identification of the complete HGT scenario
(Fig. OA5b). The RF distance was the worse among the
4 competing strategies in terms of both HGT detection
rate and identification of total number of transfers. The
performances of the BD-based algorithmic strategy were
more remarkable in terms of HGT detection rate.
Detailed Comparison with LatTrans
Third, the algorithmic strategy based on BD was
compared with the LatTrans algorithm in the case of
tree-like data. The comparison of these distance-based
algorithms was conducted in terms of HGT detection
accuracy and running time. The time complexity of the
exhaustive search LatTrans algorithm is O(2τ n2 ), where
τ is the number of transfers and n is the number of tree
leaves (Hallett and Lagergren 2001). Figure OA6 (a–f
in online Appendix 2) depicts the accuracy of both algorithms depending on the number of tree leaves and
number of generated transfers. The diagrams in Figure
OA6 (a,b) present the true HGT detection rate depending on the number of leaves and generated HGTs. As
LatTrans should provide as solution a list of all minimum cost HGT scenarios, we always picked up the
first one of the list to compute the LatTrans HGT detection rate (according to Beiko and Hamilton 2006,
LatTrans can, however miss some minimum cost HGT
scenarios in large phylogenies). Not surprisingly, the
detection rate increases as the number of leaves grows.
Regarding the detection rate versus number of leaves,
LatTrans slightly outperformed the BD-based algorithm
(Fig. OA6a) for the trees with 50–70 leaves, whereas
our algorithm was better in all other cases. Regarding
the detection rate versus number of HGTs (Fig. OA6b),
the BD-based algorithm was stronger for big numbers
of HGTs (5–10) and weaker for small numbers (1–3).
Figure OA6 (c,d) depicts the accuracy of both algorithms when we relax the condition of HGT correctness
slightly. Such a relaxed criterion assumes that the algorithm succeeds when it predicts the correct “total
number” of HGTs (Hallett et al. 2004). When the total
number of HGTs is recovered correctly, the only possibility for not detecting the exact position or direction of
some HGTs remains the existence of several minimum
or near-minimum cost scenarios (if a near-minimum
cost scenario is found). For instance, an opposite direction transfer leading to the same solution (i.e., the
same given gene tree) induces a variant of an identical cost scenario (see Maddison 1997 for more details
on opposite transfers and Addario-Berry et al. 2003
for a discussion on minimum and near-minimum cost
scenarios). It worth noting that sometimes LatTrans
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generated HGT scenarios not satisfying evolutionary
constraints (e.g., in some cases, cyclic HGT scenarios,
see Fig. A1(b–d), were found by this method). On average, the BD-based algorithm and LatTrans were able to
predict the correct total number of HGTs in 91.1% and
92.5% of cases, respectively (Fig. OA6c,d). We also measured the percentage of instances when the compared
algorithms were able to recover a complete generated
HGT scenario (Fig. OA6e,f). A complete HGT scenario is
recovered if all HGTs found by an algorithm are present
in the generated scenario and their total number is
also correct. Generally, the BD-based algorithm outperformed LatTrans in terms of complete scenario recovery.
This advantage of the BD-based algorithm is mainly
due to the presence of HGTs, violating the discussed
evolutionary constraints (Fig. A1), in some minimum
cost scenarios generated by LatTrans. The polynomial
time complexity of our algorithm and the improvement
of its results, compared with LatTrans, as the number of
leaves or HGTs increases (generally, a slight gain over
LatTrans is provided for greater numbers of leaves and
HGTs in terms of quality of the obtained transfers) make
it particularly interesting for the analysis of large phylogenies encompassing many topological conflicts due to
HGT.
Finally, we also compared the running time of the 2
competing algorithms. As previously, the algorithmic
performances were assessed with respect to the number
of HGTs (Fig. OA7a in online Appendix 2) and number of tree leaves (Fig. OA7b). The simulations were
carried out on a PC computer equipped with an Intel
Pentium IV dual-core 3.2 GHz processor and 4 GB of
RAM. The curves illustrated in Figure OA7 confirm that
starting from 30-leave phylogenies and 7 HGTs, our algorithm provides a very significant gain in the running
time.
Comparison with RIATA-HGT, HorizStory, and EEEP
In addition to LatTrans (Hallett and Lagergren 2001),
which is supposed to infer all possible minimum cost
HGT scenarios but is exponential in the number of
transfers, various heuristic strategies have been recently
developed to detect HGTs. Among the most popular
heuristics, we mention HorizStory (MacLeod et al.
2005), EEEP (Beiko and Hamilton 2006), and RIATAHGT (Nakhleh et al. 2005). All these algorithms are
aimed at detecting HGTs by reconciling a given pair of
species and gene phylogenies. The PhyloNet package
(Than et al. 2008a) includes an extended implementation
of the RIATA-HGT algorithm with several improved algorithmic techniques for computing multiple solutions
and handling nonbinary trees (Than and Nakhleh 2008).
The simulation results presented in Than et al. (2007)
and Than and Nakhleh (2008) suggest that the new
version of RIATA-HGT significantly outperforms, in
terms of speed, the HorizStory, EEEP, and LatTrans
algorithms and performs at least as well in terms of accuracy. A new important feature recently added to the
PhyloNet package is the estimation of bootstrap support
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FIGURE 4. HGT detection error consisting of an average absolute difference between the total number of generated and recovered transfers
for RIATA-HGT (white diamonds) and the BD-based algorithm (grey squares) depending on the a) number of transfers and b) number of tree
leaves. Each reported value represents the combined average result obtained for the set of random binary and nonbinary species trees; 100
binary and 100 nonbinary species trees were generated for each pair of parameters (number of HGTs and tree size). Running time in seconds
for the RIATA-HGT and BD-based algorithms depending on the c) number of transfers and d) number of tree leaves.

of HGT branches (Than et al. 2008b). RIATA-HGT does
not always recover the minimum cost HGT scenario,
but experimental results show very good empirical performance on synthetic and biological data (Nakhleh
et al. 2005). It usually generates a multiple set of HGT
scenarios of the same length and provides a consensus
network for the obtained solutions. On the other hand,
the simulation study conducted by Beiko and Hamilton
(2006, table 1 and figure 4) to compare the performances
of the HorizStory, EEEP, and LatTrans algorithms confirms that LatTrans clearly outperforms HorizStory and
EEEP in terms of HGT detection accuracy. For instance,
for the trees with 5–20 leaves, the 3 competing methods
demonstrated almost perfect HGT recovery (90–100%
recovery rates), but for larger trees (30–100 leaves), the
performances of HorizStory and EEEP dropped significantly (table 1 in Beiko and Hamilton 2006 reports that
for the trees with 100 leaves, the HorizStory average
recovery rate is 33.3%, that of EEEP is 70%, and that of
LatTrans is 96.7%). Consequently, we decided to compare the proposed BD-based technique to RIATA-HGT
(version 1.6), which has a number of common features
with our algorithm (e.g., handling nonbinary trees and
estimating HGT bootstrap support) and has been the
most powerful polynomial-time heuristic in terms of
both accuracy and running time.
The comparison with RIATA-HGT was conducted on
tree-like data in terms of HGT detection accuracy and

running time. Figure 4(a–d) depicts the performances
of the RIATA-HGT and BD-based algorithms with
respect to the number of tree leaves and generated
transfers. The simulations were carried out with both
binary and nonbinary trees, and the results presented in
Figure 4 are the combined results obtained for both
types of trees. First, the species and gene tree data
were generated as described above. Second, for the
simulation with the nonbinary trees only, some nodes
of the binary species trees were merged in order to
obtain multifurcations. The number of merging operations was selected randomly and varied from 1 to
n − 3 for a binary species phylogeny with n leaves.
In total, 100 binary and 100 nonbinary species trees
were generated for each pair of parameters: Number
of HGTs, which ranged from 1 to 10, and Tree size,
which ranged from 10 to 100, with a step of 10; gene
trees were always binary. The generated benchmark
trees used in these simulations can be downloaded from
http://www.labunix.uqam.ca/emakarenv/Simulation
trees.zip. Figure 4(a,b) depicts the HGT detection error
consisting of an average absolute difference between
the total number of generated and recovered transfers. Only nontrivial HGTs were taken into account
in these simulations (trivial HGTs, possible in nonbinary trees only, are the transfers between the adjacent
branches having in common an internal node of degree
bigger than 3; they are only necessary to transform a
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nonbinary tree into a binary one). Figure 4 suggests that
the BD-based algorithm outperformed RIATA-HGT in
terms of combined (binary and nonbinary trees) HGT
detection accuracy regardless of the number of leaves
and generated transfers. Although the results provided
by the 2 algorithms were very similar for binary trees,
the BD-based algorithm clearly surpassed RIATA-HGT
in the case of nonbinary trees. Moreover, the accuracy
of the BD-based algorithm improves as the number of
tree leaves grows (Fig. 4b), whereas that of RIATA-HGT
remains unstable (mainly due to its bad performance in
the case of nonbinary trees). In terms of running time,
the advantage also goes to the BD-based algorithm
regardless of the number of leaves and generated transfers (Fig. 4c,d). The comparison of the results provided
by the RIATA-HGT and BD-based algorithms for both
real data sets considered in this article is made in the
Examples section.
Than et al. (2008b) also proposed a method, now included in the PhyloNet package, for assessing the support of HGT branches. Figure OA8 (online Appendix 3)
presents an illustration of computing the support value
of a HGT branch by RIATA-HGT (see also fig. 8 in Than
et al. 2008b). In the latter study, the support of the HGT
branch X → Y added to the species tree is defined as the
maximum bootstrap support of all internal branches of
the path linking the nodes Z and X in the gene tree. The
bootstrap support of the event X → Y given by RIATAHGT in this case is 100%, disregarding the low bootstrap support of 10% of the internal branch separating
the leaves B and D from the rest of the tree. We think that
the bootstrap scores of HGT events computed in this

way are largely overestimated. Furthermore, this way
of assessing the HGT bootstrap support does not take
into account the topologies of the replicated gene phylogenies (the species phylogeny is assumed to be fixed).
A unique gene tree with the given bootstrap scores of
its internal branches does not always encompass all important features of the set of replicated trees that were
used to calculate these scores. Even though the bootstrap support of each clade is indicated in such a unique
gene tree, the key information, concerning the percentage of occurrences when 2 clades affected by a HGT
event are present together in the replicated gene trees,
is missing. In our method, each replicated tree is tested
in turn, and the obtained HGT statistics are combined
(see Formulas 3 and 4) to calculate HGT bootstrap support. For instance, the bootstrap score of the HGT event
X → Y (Fig. OA8) computed by our method would be at
most 10%.
E XAMPLES
Detecting Horizontal Transfers of the Gene rpl12e
We first examined the evolution of the gene rpl12e
for the 14 organisms of archaea originally considered
by Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002). The latter authors discussed the problems encountered when reconstructing
some parts of the archaeal phylogeny and pointed out
the evidence of HGT events influencing the evolution
of rpl12e. Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002) inferred the ML
tree of the gene rpl12e (Fig. 5) for 14 organisms of archaea and compared it with the ML phylogeny (Fig. 6,

FIGURE 5. ML phylogenetic tree for the protein rpl12e (89 positions). Numbers close to branches are the ML bootstrap scores obtained from
the sampled protein sequences using the Seqboot and Proml (JTT model, Jones et al. 1992) programs from the PHYLIP package (Felsenstein
1989). The tree topology is identical to that found by Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002, fig. 3).
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FIGURE 6. Species tree (Matte-Tailliez et al. 2002, fig. 1a) with 5 HGTs indicated by arrows. Numbers on HGTs indicate their order of
inference. HGT bootstrap scores are indicated near to the numbers of the corresponding HGTs. Arrows 4 and 5 depict the HGTs between the
clades of Thermoplasmatales and Crenarchaeota originally predicted by Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002). HGTs with bootstrap scores of 50% or less
are depicted by dashed arrows.

undirected lines) based on the concatenated 53 ribosomal proteins (7175 positions). Calculation of the α
parameter values and other ML analyses, taking into
account among-site rate variation and Γ -law correction, for the 53 concatenated proteins were carried out
by Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002) using the PUZZLE program (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996). Given the
topological incongruence of the obtained phylogenies,
the authors hypothesized a few cases of HGT of the
gene rpl12e. More precisely, the case of the HGT between the clades of Thermoplasmatales (Ferroplasma
acidarmanus and Thermoplasma acidophilum) and Crenarchaeota (Aeropyrum pernix, Pyrobaculum aerophilum,
and Sulfolobus solfataricus) was indicated as the most
evident one.
We first reconstructed from the original sequences
the topologies of the gene (Fig. 5) and species trees
(Fig. 6, undirected lines). The HGT detection was performed with the algorithmic strategy based on the BD.
Five transfers needed to reconcile the species and gene
topologies were found (they are indicated by arrows in
Fig. 6). The transfer between the clade of Halobacterium
sp. and Haloarcula marismortui and Methanobacterium
thermoautotrophicum was found in the first step. Its bootstrap support, computed by fixing the topology of the
species tree and replicating the gene tree sequences, is
55%.
In the second and third steps, we found the HGTs
between Pyrococcus horikoshii and P. furiosus (Step 2)
and between S. solfataricus and P. aerophilum (Step 3).
Both these HGTs link closely related species and have
low bootstrap scores of 31% and 38%, respectively. The
low bootstrap scores of these HGTs can be explained
by the possibility of the opposite HGTs leading, in both
cases, to the same topological rearrangements as those
induced by the obtained transfers.

The HGTs 4 and 5 link the clade of Crenarchaeota
to the organisms T. acidophilum and F. acidarmanus. The
transfers between these 2 groups were also predicted by
Matte-Tailliez et al. (2002). The identical direction and
similar bootstrap scores of the HGTs 4 and 5 suggest that
a unique HGT, instead of these 2 transfers, might take
place between the clades of Thermoplasmatales and
Crenarchaeota. It is worth noting that any algorithm
based on the minimization of the SPR distance would
find 2 transfers in this case. An intuitively unique HGT
linking these clades was disguised most likely as a result of an artifact affecting the reconstruction of the gene
tree (Fig. 5). For instance, if the organisms T. acidophilum
and F. acidarmanus were neighbors (i.e., the leaves corresponding to these organisms were incident with same
internal vertex) in the gene tree, a unique HGT from the
Crenarchaeota clade to the Thermoplasmatales clade,
instead of HGTs 4 and 5 presented in Figure 6, would
be sufficient to recover the correct topology of the gene
tree.
In total, 4 minimum cost HGT scenarios were found
for the considered species and gene trees. All of them
include HGTs 1, 4, and 5. However, the HGTs 2 and 3
can be as presented in Figure 6 or go to the opposite
direction; this accounts for their low bootstrap scores
computed using Formulas 3 and 4.
For the example of the rpl12e data, RIATA-HGT found
9 solutions, each of size 5 (Fig. OA9; online Appendix 3
includes the input data and exact output data provided
by RIATA-HGT). Five of these solutions contradict the
same lineage constraint (they include a HGT marked
by [time violation?] in the program output), and 4 of
them satisfy all plausible evolutionary constraints. The
solution represented in Figure 6 is among those 4 eligible solutions. The HGT bootstrap scores found by
RIATA-HGT are indicated between the parentheses in
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the program output (online Appendix 3). They are generally much higher than the corresponding bootstrap
scores calculated by our method. For instance, the perfect 100% scores for the HGTs 4 and 5 (Fig. 6) were found
by RIATA-HGT, despite the 79% score of the gene tree
branch (Fig. 5) linking T. acidophilum and the clade of
Crenarchaeota.
Detecting Horizontal Transfers of PheRS Synthetase
Woese et al. (2000) analyzed from the evolutionary
perspective the relationship of the aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases (AARSs) to their genetic code. They found
that the AARSs are very informative about the evolutionary process. Analysis of different phylogenetic
trees for a number of considered AARSs revealed the
following features: The AARSs evolutionary relationships are mostly conform to established organismal
(i.e., species) phylogeny; a strong distinction exists between bacterial and archaeal types of AARSs; horizontal
transfer of AARS genes between bacteria and archaea is
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asymmetric: HGT of archaeal AARSs to the bacteria is
more prevalent than the reverse.
We examined the evolution of the PheRS sequences
for the set of 32 organisms considered by Woese et al.
(2000, fig. 2), including 24 bacteria, 6 archaea and 2
eukarya. As suggested by the latter authors, it is tempting to view the evolution of aminoacyl-tRNA synthesis
from top to bottom as a HGT study. The PheRS phylogenetic tree inferred with PHYML (Guindon and Gascuel
2003) is shown in Figure 7. This tree is slightly different from that obtained by Woese et al. (2000, fig. 2).
The biggest difference consists of the presence in the
phylogeny in Figure 7 of a new clade formed by 2 eukarya (Homo sapiens and Saccharomyces cerevisiae) and 2
archaea (A. fulgidus and M. thermoautotrophicum). This
4-taxa clade, not appearing in the consensus tree (not
shown here), has a low bootstrap support and is probably due to tree reconstruction artifacts.
PheRS is the only class II synthetase in the NUN
codon group, and it has no close relatives within that
class. For both the α- and the β-subunits of PheRS,

FIGURE 7. Phylogenetic tree of PheRS sequences. Protein sequences with 171 bases were aligned using ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994).
Additional alignment optimization was performed with MUST (Philippe 1993). Badly aligned regions were removed using GBlocks (Castresana
2000); 160 bases were conserved. The ML tree was then inferred with PHYML (Guindon and Gascuel 2003) using Γ -law correction. Bootstrap
scores above 60% are indicated. Tree was rooted between the bacteria and the archaea plus eukarya. The sequence identifiers correspond to
organisms reported in table 2 of Woese et al. (2000).
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significant length differences distinguish the bacterial subunits from their archaeal counterparts (Woese
et al. 2000). PheRS shows the classical canonical pattern,
the only exception being the spirochete (i.e., Borrelia
burgdorferi and Treponema pallidum) PheRSs. They are of
the archaeal, not the bacterial, genre and seem to be
specifically related to P. horikoshii within that grouping
(see fig. 7 or fig. 2 in Woese et al. 2000). The sequence
signature analysis confirms this fact.
The species phylogeny corresponding to the NCBI
(The NCBI Handbook 2002) taxonomic classification
was also constructed (Fig. 8, undirected lines). Note
that in this case, the species phylogeny is not a fully
resolved tree; it contains 5 internal nodes of degree
bigger than 3. The 7 nontrivial HGTs (see the previous
section for the definition of a trivial transfer) with their
bootstrap scores found by our algorithm are shown

FIGURE 8. Nonbinary species phylogeny (undirected lines) corresponding to the NCBI taxonomic classification for the 32 organisms
from Figure 7. The 7 nontrivial HGTs (indicated by arrows), including
4 HGTs with bootstrap scores above 50% (solid arrows) and 3 HGTs
with bootstrap score lower than 50% (dashed arrows) were found.
HGT bootstrap scores are indicated near to the numbers of the corresponding HGTs.
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in Figure 8. In total, the algorithm found 17 HGTs including 10 trivial transfers that are not presented here.
The transfer number 6, having the bootstrap support
of 86%, links the organism P. horikoshii and the clade
of spirochetes, including B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum.
This bootstrap score is very close to the biggest possible
score of 88% that could be obtained for this HGT (see
the corresponding 3-taxa clade in the PheRS phylogeny
shown in Fig. 7). This transfer confirms the hypothesis that the PheRS gene of spirochetes was involved
in HGT. On the other hand, the low HGT bootstrap
scores of the 3 nontrivial HGTs (1, 3, and 5 shown by
dashed arrows in Fig. 8) can be explained by weak
bootstrap support of the related branches in the gene
phylogeny (Fig. 7). For instance, the HGT number 1
linking the archaea A. fulgidus to the clade of 2 eukarya has the lowest bootstrap score of 25% only. In
this example, the solution found using BD as an optimization criterion is shown. The use of the RF, QD,
or LS optimization, instead of BD, leads to the same
HGT scenario differing from that shown in Figure 8
only by the HGT bootstrap scores. For these data, a
unique minimum cost HGT scenario with 7 nontrivial
transfers was found by the new algorithm. Note that
this data set was originally analyzed in Makarenkov et
al. (2006) using a ”greedy” HGT detection algorithm
based on the RF (and LS) optimization. The solution
found in the 2006 paper (see fig. 5, page 347), using both RF and LS, consisted of 9 nontrivial HGTs
needed to transform the nonbinary species tree in
Figure 8 (undirected lines) into the binary gene tree
in Figure 7. In this example, the use of the new algorithm allowed us to obtain a unique minimum cost
HGT scenario consisting of 7 nontrivial transfers only
(e.g., the HGT from Helicobacter pylori and Rickettsia
prowazekii shown in fig. 5 in Makarenkov et al. 2006 is
not a part of the optimal HGT scenario presented in
Fig. 8).
For these data, RIATA-HGT found 12 solutions, each
of them of size 14, including nontrivial transfers only
(see Fig. OA10 in online Appendix 3). Five initial
species tree transformations indicated by the dashed
ellipses in Figure OA10 were made by RIATA-HGT
prior to carrying out HGT detection. Each of these
transformations corresponds to a trivial HGT. Thus,
the solution presented in Figure OA10 actually consists of 19 HGTs, comprising 14 regular and 5 trivial HGTs. The minimum cost solution found by the
BD-based algorithm, and consisting of 7 regular and
10 trivial HGTs, was not found by RIATA-HGT. As
in the previous example, the HGT bootstrap scores
found by RIATA-HGT were generally much higher
than those found by our algorithm (see the RIATAHGT output in online Appendix 3). For instance, a
perfect score of 100% was found by RIATA-HGT for the
HGT stemming from the archaebacterium P. horikoshii
and going to the cluster of spirochetes (HGT number
6 in Fig. 8), whereas the bootstrap score of the clade
regrouping these organisms in the gene tree is 88%
(Fig. 7).
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D ISCUSSION
HGT is one of the main mechanisms contributing to
microbial genome diversification. It is rampant among
various groups of genes in bacteria (Doolittle 1999).
For instance, over the long term, it may be the dominant force, affecting most genes in most prokaryotes
(Doolittle et al. 2003). At the same time, HGT poses
several risks to humans, including antibiotic-resistant
genes spreading to pathogenic bacteria, transgenic DNA
inserting into human cell and triggering cancer, and
disease-associated genes spreading and recombining to
create new viruses and bacteria (Nakhleh et al. 2005). In
this article, we described an accurate polynomial-time
algorithm for inferring HGT events. Each HGT mapped
into the species phylogeny aids to reconcile the topologies of the species and gene trees. Both species and gene
trees can be inferred from the sequence or distance data,
and both can include uncertainties. The presented algorithm can rely either on the metric, using LS, or on the
topological optimization, using the RF distance, QD or
BD, to predict HGT events. The BD measure introduced
in this article can be viewed as an interesting refinement
of the RF metric. It allows for capturing the degree of
dissimilarity of unequal subtrees, what the widely used
RF distance fails to achieve. According to the simulation results, the BD, intended to compare the “quality”
of the tree bipartitions, and not their “quantity” as the
RF metric does, is much more appropriate than RF for
finding optimal scenarios of SPR moves (i.e., HGTs) for
the given pair of species and gene phylogenies (see the
example of the “caterpillar-shaped” tree in Fig. OA4 in
online Appendix 1).
The discussed algorithm has a number of important
properties and advantages. First, Theorems 1 and 2,
used in the algorithmic procedure, enable one to infer
transfers being part of any (or of some) minimum cost
HGT scenario(s). The described algorithm is not limited to binary species trees. The example of the PheRS
data confirms that it can be used in the case when the
species tree is not fully resolved. In this case, trivial
HGTs will be produced by the algorithm. They should
be ignored in the final solution. On the other hand, the
case where the considered species and gene trees have
different numbers of leaves could be also handled by the
new algorithm. In this situation, we have first to find
the maximum subset of identical species (i.e., leaves)
present in both trees and then repeatedly collapse, in
both of them, all branches connected to the species not
included in this subset until the trees comprise identical
sets of leaves. Once the collapsing operation is over, the
method can be applied as described. Also, the situation where more than one copy of a gene is considered
could be handled by introducing auxiliary species in the
species tree, each of them representing a different copy
of the gene. Both latter cases constitute a promising
direction for further research.
Furthermore, the considered subtree constraint (Fig.
2) offers a number of important advantages. First, the
order of HGTs inferred under this constraint is opposite
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to their real evolutionary order. Most of the HGT detection programs (e.g., LatTrans) do not provide HGTs
in the strict evolutionary order. Second, it takes care of
all necessary evolutionary constraints (Fig. A1; see also
Maddison 1997 or Page and Charleston 1998), such as
the transfers within the same lineage or some crossing
transfers. All these constraints are taken into account
automatically while using the subtree constraint because both subtrees involved in the HGT have to be
present in the gene tree as well as the new subtree that
they form after the transfer (Fig. 2). Third, the use of this
constraint allows us to reduce the size of the problem
at each step of the algorithm by collapsing the identical subtrees in both species and gene phylogenies and
replacing them by single auxiliary branches. Fourth,
the 2 last arguments also offer an important gain in
running time for this problem known to be computationally hard. The importance of such a gain shows
off particularly when carrying out HGT bootstrap
validation.
As any method of phylogenetic analysis, the described HGT detection algorithm is subject to a number
of artifacts that generally affect phylogenetic inferring,
the main of them being long-branch attraction, unequal
evolutionary rates, and situations when some HGT
events almost coincides with some speciation events.
In the future, it will be important to investigate in
greater detail the impact of these artifacts on the performances of HGT detection algorithms. In some cases,
the described algorithm may fail to obtain a correct HGT
scenario or may infer HGTs going to the opposite direction. The latter case appears when a couple of HGTs that
differ only by their direction lead to the same topological rearrangement of the species tree (e.g., HGTs 2 and
3 in Fig. 6). Such transfers usually have low bootstrap
support. The issue of noninferring a correct HGT scenario is characteristic of small trees encompassing high
number of transfers. However, the exhaustive search
LatTrans algorithm (Fig. OA6 in online Appendix 2)
and the RIATA-HGT heuristic (Fig. 4) also do not cope
well with these situations (our algorithm usually outperformed both of them under these conditions).
A comprehensive simulation study was conducted in
order to compare the 4 considered measures (LS, QD,
RF, and BD) in the context of HGT inferring. The simulations demonstrated that the BD-based algorithm outperformed those based on the LS, QD, and RF criteria
in most circumstances (Figs. 3 and OA5 in online Appendix 2). The RF-based procedure proved to be the less
reliable among the 4 strategies. Then, the BD-based procedure was compared with the exact exponential-time
algorithm LatTrans (Hallett and Lagergren 2001) and to
a fast and accurate heuristic RIATA-HGT (Nakhleh et
al. 2005; Than and Nakhleh 2008) in terms of both accuracy of HGT recovery and running time. Although the
new algorithm and LatTrans yielded very similar results
in terms of HGT recovery (Figs. 3 and OA6), our algorithm remained much faster than LatTrans (Fig. OA7).
On the other hand, the BD-based strategy outperformed
RIATA-HGT in terms of both HGT detection error and
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running time (Fig. 4) in a combined simulation study
carried out for binary and nonbinary phylogenies.
Mention that the new algorithm can be particularly
useful when validating HGTs by bootstrap. Three ways
of carrying out HGT bootstrap validation were suggested depending on the data at hand. The computation
of HGT bootstrap support can be carried out taking into
account the robustness of the species tree, that of the
gene tree, and the ratio of the obtained HGTs in all minimum cost scenarios found for the given pair of species
and gene trees (Formulas 3 and 4).
The new version of the “T-Rex” program (Makarenkov
2001) including the described algorithm for predicting
and validating HGT events and the input data for the
discussed rpl12e and PheRS synthetase examples are
freely available at the following URL: http://www.trex
.uqam.ca.
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A PPENDIX 1
This Appendix includes an illustration of required
evolutionary constraints and an illustration for Theorems 1 and 2.
Evolutionary constraints

FIGURE A1. HGTs between the branches located on the same lineage (case a) should be prohibited. HGTs crossing in these ways (cases
b, c and d) should be prohibited. A single tree branch is depicted by a
plane line and a path is depicted by a wavy line.

Illustration for Theorems 1 and 2

FIGURE A2. HGT from the branch (x, y) to the branch (z, w) is a
part of (Theorem 1): a minimum cost HGT scenario transforming the
species tree T into the gene tree T0 if the bipartition corresponding to
the branch (x, x1 ) in the transformed species tree T1 is present in the
bipartition table of T0 and the subtree Subyw (i.e., obtained by the SPR
move induced by this HGT, see Fig. 2) is present in the tree T0 ; (Theorem 2): any minimum cost HGT scenario transforming the species
tree T into the gene tree T0 if all the bipartitions corresponding to
the branches of the path (x0 , z0 ) in the transformed species tree T1 are
present in the bipartition table of T0 and the subtree Subyw is present in
the tree T0 . A single tree branch is depicted by a plane line and a path
is depicted by a wavy line.
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A PPENDIX 2
This Appendix includes the scheme of the described heuristic algorithm for finding a minimum-cost SPR
transformation of the given species tree into the given gene tree.
Infer species and gene trees T and T0 on the same set of species (i.e., leaves);
Root T and T0 according to biological evidence or using an outgroup or a midpoint;
if (there exist identical subtrees with two or more leaves in T and T0 ) then
Decrease the size of the problem by collapsing them in both T and T0 ;
Select the optimisation criterion OC = LS (least-squares), or RF (Robinson and Foulds distance),
or QD (quartet distance), or BD (bipartition dissimilarity);
Compute the initial value of OC between T and T0 ;
T0 = T;
k = 1; //k is the Step index
while (OC =
6 0)
{
Find the set of all eligible HGTs (i.e., SPR moves) at step k (denoted by E HGTk );
The set E HGTk contains only the transfers satisfying the subtree constraint;
while (HGTs satisfying the conditions of Theorems 2 and 1 exist)
{
if (there exist HGTs ∈ E− HGTk and satisfying the conditions of Theorems 2) then
Carry out the SPR moves corresponding to these HGTs;
if (there exist HGTs ∈ E− HGTk and satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1) then
Carry out the SPR moves corresponding to these HGTs;
}
Carry out all remaining SPR moves corresponding to HGTs satisfying the subtree constraint;
Compute the value of OC to identify the direction of each HGT;

}

k = k + 1;
Decrease the size of the problem by collapsing the identical subtrees in Tk and T0 ;
Compute the value of OC between Tk and T0 ;

Eliminate the idle transfers from the obtained scenario using a backward elimination procedure;
end.

ONLINE APPENDIX 1

This Appendix includes Propositions 1 and 2, Theorems 1, 2 and 3 with their proofs as
well as an example showing inappropriateness of the RF metric in the HGT recovery
context.
Properties of the Bipartition Dissimilarity
The Propositions 1 and 2 establish some interesting properties of the bipartition
dissimilarity. Thus, Proposition 1 states the sufficiency condition that ensures that a
bipartition dissimilarity (BD) satisfies the triangle inequality (and is a metric), and
Proposition 2 gives the maximum values of this measure depending on the number of tree
leaves.
The bipartition a of a tree T is associated to the bipartition b of the tree T’ (this
association is denoted by a → b), if the Hamming distance between the bipartition
vectors corresponding to a and b is the smallest among all possible distances computed
between a and all the bipartition vectors corresponding to the branches of the tree T’. A
sufficient metricity condition is as follows:
Proposition 1. Let T1, T2 and T3 be phylogenetic trees with the same number of internal
branches and the same sets of leaves. Then, if:
1. For any two bipartitions a and b from different trees: a → b implies that b → a, and
2. For any three bipartitions a ∈ T1, b ∈ T2 and c ∈ T3: a → b and b → c implies that a → c,
then, the triangle inequality, bd(T1, T2) ≤ bd(T1, T3) + bd(T2, T3), holds.

1

Proof.

On

one

bd (T1 , T2 ) = (

hand,

∑ d ( a , b) +

a∈BT1,
( b∈BT2 )→a

considering

the

∑ d (b, a )) / 2 =

b∈BT2 ,
( a∈BT1 )→b

first

statement

∑ d ( a , b) ,

a∈BT1,
( b∈BT2 )→a

of

Proposition:

where ( a ∈ BT1

and

(b ∈ BT2 ) → a ) means that the sum is taken for all the a’s belonging to the bipartition

table BT1 corresponding to the tree T1 and all the b’s associated with these a’s. In a
similar way:
bd (T1 , T3 ) = (

a∈BT1,
( c∈BT3 )→a

bd (T2 , T3 ) = (

three sums:

∑ d (a, c) +
∑ d (b, c) +

b∈BT2 ,
( c∈BT3 )→b

∑ d (a, b),

a∈BT1,
( b∈BT2 )→a
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( c∈BT3 )→a
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Consider the following

b∈BT2 ,
( c∈BT3 )→b

∑ d (b, c) .

Because the Hamming

b∈BT2 ,
( c∈BT3 )→b

distance d satisfies the triangle inequality, for any term d(a,b) from the first sum we have
the term d(a,c) from the second sum and the term d(b,c) from the third sum such that:
d(a,b) ≤ d(a,c) + d(b,c). Because each of the bipartition vectors included in the bipartition
tables BT1, BT2 and BT3 appears only once in each of the three sums we conclude that:
bd(T1, T2) ≤ bd(T1, T3) + bd(T2, T3). 

Proposition 2. The value of the bipartition dissimilarity between two phylogenetic trees

on the same sets of n leaves ranges from 0 to n(n−3)/2 if n is even, and from 0 to
(n−1)(n−3)/2 if n is odd.
Proof. For any two binary vectors a and b of size n, the maximum value of the
quantity Min (d (a, b); d (a, b)) , where d(a,b) is the Hamming distance between a and b,
and a and b are their complements, is n/2 when n is even and (n−1)/2 when n is odd. On

the other hand, the maximum number of internal branches in a phylogenetic tree (i.e.,
number of rows of the corresponding bipartition table) with n leaves is n−3.
Consequently, according to Formula 2, the maximum value of the bipartition dissimilarity
between two trees with n leaves is n(n−3)/2 if n is even, and (n−1)(n−3)/2 if n is odd. 
2

Theorem 1. If the newly-formed subtree Subyw resulting from the HGT (i.e. the subtree

rooted by the branch (x,a) in Fig. 2) is present in the gene tree T’, and the bipartition
vector associated with the branch (x,x1) in the transformed species tree T1 (Fig. OA1) is
present in the bipartition table of T’, then the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w), transforming T
into T1, is a part of a minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T into T’ and satisfying
the subtree constraint.
Proof. The four possible cases leading to the formation of the subtree Subyw are the
following: 1) HGT from (x,y) to (z,w); 2) HGT from (z,w) to (x,y); 3) HGT from (x’,x) to
(z,z’); 4) HGT from (z,z’) to (x’,x). When the path (x,z) in T consists of two or more
branches, the HGTs corresponding to the cases (3) and (4) will not produce the subtree
Subyw, but bring the vertices x and z closer to each other by reducing the number of
branches of the path (x,z). The HGT cases (3) and (4) will induce the bipartition b, which
will be present in the bipartition table the gene tree T’ because of the subtree constraint,
such that the leaves of the subtree located to the left of x’ and those of the subtree located
to the right of z’ (Fig. OA1) belong to the same part of it (e.g., they are denoted by 1’s in
the bipartition table of T’), whereas the leaves of the subtree located below the vertices y
and w belong to a different part of it (e.g., they are denoted by 0’s in the bipartition table
of T’). According to the Theorem condition, the bipartition corresponding to the branch
(x,x1) in the tree T1 obtained from the initial species tree T after the HGT from (x,y) to
(z,w) was carried out, and denoted here b1, is also present in the bipartition table of T’.
This means that the leaves of the subtree located to the left of x’ and those of the subtree
located below the vertices y and w belong to the same part of it, whereas the leaves of the
subtree located to the right of z’ belong a different part of it. Obviously, the bipartitions b
and b1 are incompatible (i.e., they cannot be present together in the same bipartition table
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associated with a phylogenetic tree) meaning that the HGTs from (x’,x) to (z,z’) and from
(z,z’) to (x’,x) are impossible. Moreover, the HGT from (z,w) to (x,y) is possible only
when the path (x,z) in T consists of a single branch (in this case the opposite HGTs from
(x,y) to (z,w) and from (z,w) to (x,y) will lead to the same topological transformation of T)
because this HGT would induce a bipartition, denoted here b2, which is incompatible
with b1 if the path (x,z) in T consist of two or more branches. Indeed, in b2 the leaves of
the subtree located to the right of z’ and those of the subtree located below the vertices y
and w belong to the same part of it, whereas the leaves of the subtree located to the left of
x’ belong a different part of it. Consequently, the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) is necessary to
transform T into T’. The only exception from this would be the case of the opposite HGT
from (z,w) to (x,y) which is possible only if the path (x,z) consists of (or was reduced to) a
single branch. In this case the opposite HGTs will lead to the same topological
transformation and any of them is a part of a minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T
into T’ and satisfying the subtree constraint. 

Figure OA1. HGT from the branch (x,y) to the branch (z,w) is a part of a minimum-cost HGT
scenario transforming the species tree T into the gene tree T’ if the bipartition corresponding to the
branch (x,x1) in the transformed species tree T1 is present in the bipartition table of T’ and the
subtree Subyw (i.e., obtained by the SPR move induced by this HGT, see Fig. 2) is present in T’;
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Theorem 2. If the newly-formed subtree Subyw resulting from the HGT (i.e. the subtree

rooted by the branch (x,a) in Fig. 2) is present in the gene tree T’, and all the bipartition
vectors associated with the branches of the path (x’,z’) in the transformed species tree T1
(Fig. OA2) are present in the bipartition table of T’, and the path (x’,z’) in T1 consists of
at least 3 branches, then the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w), transforming T into T1, is a part of
any minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T into T’ and satisfying the subtree

constraint.
Proof. The bipartition vectors corresponding to the branches (x’,x) and (z,z’) of the
transformed species tree T1 obtained from T after the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) are also
present in the bipartition table of the species tree T and gene tree T’. Thus, the four
possible cases leading to the formation of the subtree Subyw are the following: 1) HGT
from (x,y) to (z,w); 2) HGT from (z,w) to (x,y); 3) HGT from (x’,x) to (z,z’); 4) HGT from
(z,z’) to (x’,x). When the path (x,z) in T consists of two or more branches, the HGTs
corresponding to the cases (3) and (4) will not produce the subtree Subyw, but bring the
vertices x and z closer to each other by reducing the number of branches of the path (x,z).
According to the Theorem condition, all the bipartitions of the non-empty path (x,z) in T1
obtained from the initial species tree T after the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) are also present
in the bipartition table of the gene tree T’. Consequently, the leaves of the subtree located
to the left of x’ and those of the subtrees located below the vertices y and w (Fig. OA2)
belong to a different part (e.g., they are denoted by 1’s in the bipartition table of T’) of
these bipartitions than the leaves of the subtree located to the right of z’ (e.g., they are
denoted by 0’s in the bipartition table of T’). This means that there is no bipartition in T’
such that all the leaves located in the subtrees to the left of x’ and to the right of z’ would
belong to one part of it and those from the subtrees located below the vertices y and w, to
the other. Thus, the HGT from (x’,x) to (z,z’), case (3), as well as the opposite HGT from
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(z,z’) to (x’,x), case (4), will violate the subtree constraint. Obviously, any HGT from the
branches (x’,x) and (z,z’) to the branches of the path (x,z) will also violate the subtree
constraint.

y1
x'

y2

yk-1

yk

x

z
x1

y

x2

xk-1

z'

xk
w

Figure OA2. HGT from the branch (x,y) to the branch (z,w) is a part of any minimum-cost HGT
scenario transforming the species tree T into the gene tree T’ if all the bipartitions corresponding to
the branches of the path (x’,z’) in the transformed species tree T1 are present in the bipartition table
of T’ and the subtree Subyw (i.e., obtained by the SPR move induced by this HGT, see Fig. 2) is
present in the tree T’.

Therefore, either the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) or the opposite HGT from (z,w) to (x,y)
is a part of any minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T into T’ and satisfying the
subtree constraint. After the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w), all the bipartition vectors
corresponding to the branches of a non-empty path (x’,z’), in Figure OA2, will be present
in the bipartition table of T’, and none of them in the case of the opposite HGT from (z,w)
to (x,y). As the bipartitions associated with the branches (xi,xi+1) and (xi+1,xi+2), where i =
0,…, k-1, and x0 = x’ and xk+1 = z’ (Fig. OA2), are present in the bipartition table of T’,
the bipartition associated with the branch (xi+1, yi+1) is also present in the bipartition table
of T’. This means that the subtrees rooted by the branches (x1,y1) to (xk,yk) can be
arranged independently (according to the topology of the gene tree T’) if it is not done
already, from each other and from the rest of the tree T1 (i.e., this means that the SPR
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operations will be carried out only within these subtrees and inter-subtree SPRs will not
be necessary). In the same way, in a minimum-cost scenario the arrangements of the
subtrees located to the left of x’ and those located to the right of z’ (Fig. OA2) should be
done independently of the rest of the tree and will take the same minimum number of
SPR operations in the case of the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) and the opposite HGT from
(z,w) to (x,y). Consequently, in the case of the opposite HGT from (z,w) to (x,y), the SPR
transformation of the tree T1 into the gene tree T’ will take at least one SPR operation
more, needed to arrange the branches of the path (x,z), than in the case of the HGT from
(x,y) to (z,w). 
Theorem 3. If the bipartition vectors corresponding to the branches (x,x’) and (z,z’) of

the species tree T (Fig. OA3) are present in the bipartition table of the gene tree T’ and
the newly-formed subtree, denoted here Subyw, induced by the HGT (e.g., the subtree
rooted by the branch (x,a) in Fig. 2) is present in T’, then either the HGT from (x,y) to
(z,w) or the opposite HGT from (z,w) to (x,y), transforming the species tree T into T1, is a
part of a minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T into T’ and satisfying subtree
constraint.
Proof. The species tree T (Fig. OA3) can be subdivided into three subtrees by cutting the
branches (x,x’) and (z,z’). Subtree 1 is rooted by the vertex x’ and located to the left of x’;
Subtree 2 is rooted by the vertex z’ and located to the right of z’; and, Subtree 3 is formed
by the subtrees grafted to the path (x,z) and by the branches (x,x’) and (z,z’). The fact that
the bipartitions associated with (x,x’) and (z,z’) of the species three T are present in the
bipartition table of the gene tree T’ means that any minimum-cost scenario transforming
T into T’ does not include HGTs between the branches of different Subtrees, but only
those within each of them because any HGT between the branches of two different
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Subtrees will result in the violation of the subtree constraint (Fig. 2). Any HGT satisfying
this constraint preserves all existing identical bipartitions in T and T’.
Consider now Subtree 3. The bipartition vectors corresponding to the branches (x,x’)
and (z,z’) of the species tree T are also present in the bipartition table of the gene tree T’.
Assume that the path (x,z) in T consists of a single branch. In this case, the four possible
cases leading to the formation of the subtree Subyw are the following: 1) HGT from (x,y)
to (z,w); 2) HGT from (z,w) to (x,y); 3) HGT from (x’,x) to (z,z’); 4) HGT from (z,z’) to
(x’,x). Each of these HGTs leads to the same topology of the transformed species tree T1
and satisfies the subtree constraint, and, consequently, is a part of a minimum-cost
scenario transforming T into T’. Thus, when the path (x,z) in T consists of a single branch,
the real HGT direction is undetectable.

Figure OA3. Either the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) or the opposite transfer from (z,w) to (x,y) is a part
of a minimum-cost HGT scenario transforming T into T’ if the bipartitions induced by the branches
(x,x’) and (z,z’) in T are present in the bipartition table of T’ and the newly-formed subtree Subyw
resulting from one of these HGTs is present in the tree T’.

Assume now that the path (x,z) in T consists of more than one branch. To form the
subtree Subyw and satisfy the subtree constraint, we can either directly carry out the HGTs
(cases 1 and 2) from (x,y) to (z,w) or from (z,w) to (x,y), or regraft by SPR moves all the
subtrees of the path (x,z), except those including the branches (x,y) and (z,w), to the
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branches (x’,x) or (z,z’), and then proceed by the SPR moves (cases 3 and 4) from (x’,x)
to (z,z’), or from (z,z’) to (x’,x).
Assume that a minimum-cost scenario Smin of the SPR reconciliation of the trees T and
T’ does not include the HGTs from (x,y) to (z,w) and from (z,w) to (x,y), and proceeds as
follows: first, it reduces the path (x,z) to a single branch, and at the last step, merge the
vertices x and z to form the subtree Subyw by the SPR move from (x’,x) to (z,z’) or from
(z,z’) to (x’,x). It is worth noting that at the last step of the reduction process, the branches
(x’,x) and (z,z’) can be substituted by the other ones before the last SPR move if a HGT
between them has taken place beforehand.
We will now show that there is another SPR scenario of the same length including
either the HGT from (x,y) to (z,w) or that from (z,w) to (x,y). Without loss of generality
assume that in the scenario Smin there is a HGT from the branch (x’,x) to a subtree grafted
to the path (x,z) and induced by the branch denoted here by (xi,yi), see Figure OA3, except
those induced by (x,y) and (z,w), and that this HGT reduces the path (x,z) to a single
branch. In Smin, the latter HGT should be followed by another HGT, from (x’,x) to (z,z’)
or from (z,z’) to (x’,x), initiating the formation of the subtree Subyw. However, there exists
another SPR scenario S, of the same length that Smin, which starts by the HGT from (z,w)
to (x,y), thus eliminating the vertex x, and brings all the subtrees grafted on the path (x,y),
including that induced by the branch (xi,yi), one branch closer to the vertex x’. The latter
HGT will make the transfer from (x’,x) to (xi,yi), of the scenario Smin, unnecessary. All the
other HGTs of Smin, that are necessary to arrange the branches grafted to the path (x’,z’)
according to the topology of the gene tree T’, will be similar in the scenarios S and Smin,
thus confirming the optimality of the HGT scenario S. 
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Notice: Obviously, in the proofs of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 we assume that the branches
(x,y) and (z,w) do not belong to the same lineage. Otherwise, the HGT between them is
impossible due to the evolutionary constraints. Also, without loss of generality we
assume that T and T’ are binary trees.
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The RF Metric and SPR Distance
Figure OA4 illustrates a typical situation when the RF metric is unsuitable for finding
an optimal scenario of SPR transformations. It shows a HGT in a binary “caterpillarshaped” tree with n leaves. Here, the species phylogeny T is the tree before the transfer
and the gene phylogeny T’ is the tree after it. Thus, the SPR distance between T and T’ is
1, whereas the RF distance between them equals to its maximum possible value 2n-6.
This example suggests that the RF metric is not a very appropriate measure to
approximate the SPR distance. On the other hand, the value of bipartition dissimilarity
between T and T’ is n-3, whereas its maximum value for the case of two binary trees with
n leaves is n(n−3)/2 when n is even, and (n−1)(n−3)/2 when n is odd (see Proposition 2).

Figure OA4: The SPR move, representing a HGT, from the branch (x1, y) to the branch (xn, z)
transforms the species tree T into the gene tree T’. The RF distance between T and T’ equals to its
maximum value 2n-6, while the SPR distance between T and T’ is 1. In this example, the tree root
node is incident to a node of the path (y, z), and the tree leaves are denoted by x1 … xn.
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Same scenario (%)

Detection rate (%)

ONLINE APPENDIX 2

Figure OA5. Percentage of instances the algorithms recover: (a) Correct horizontal gene
transfers, and (b) Complete correct HGT scenario, versus the number of HGTs, under the
condition of known species and gene trees (i.e., tree-like data). The four compared algorithmic
strategies were based on RF, QD, LS and BD. Each reported value represents the average result
obtained for random trees with 10, 20 … 100 leaves (1000 replicates were generated for each tree
size).
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Figure OA6. Percentage of instances when LatTrans (white columns) and algorithm based on the
bipartition dissimilarity (grey columns) recover: Correct HGTs (cases a and b), Correct total
number of HGTs (cases c and d) and Complete correct HGT scenario (cases e and f) depending
on the number of tree leaves (cases a, c and e) and number of HGTs (cases b, d and f). Each
reported value represents the average result obtained for the set of random trees with 1 to 10
HGTs (cases a, c and e) and 10, 20 … 100 leaves (cases b, d and f); 1000 replicates were
generated for each number of HGTs and each tree size.
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Figure OA7. Running time in seconds for LatTrans (white squares) and algorithmic strategy
based on the bipartition dissimilarity (grey squares) depending on the: (a) Number of transfers,
and (b) Number of tree leaves. Each reported value represents the average result obtained for the
set of random trees with: (a) 1 to 10 HGTs, and with (b) 10, 20 … 100 leaves (1000 replicates
were generated for each number of HGTs and each tree size).
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ONLINE APPENDIX 3

This Appendix includes:
1) An illustration of computing HGT bootstrap support by the RIATA-HGT program.
2) The input data for the rpl12e and PheRS Synthetase examples and the exact output data
provided by the RIATA-HGT program. Both the text output and solution screenshots are
reported in this Appendix.

100%

90%

Z

Z

Species tree + HGT

10%

Gene tree

Figure OA8. Computing the bootstrap support of a HGT branch with RIATA-HGT. The score of
the HGT branch X → Y added to the species tree is defined as the maximum bootstrap score of all
internal branches of the path linking the nodes Z and X in the gene tree. The bootstrap support of
the event X → Y given by RIATA-HGT in this case is 100%. In our method, the bootstrap support
of this HGT event would be at most 10%.

RIATA-HGT output for the rpl12e and PheRS Synthetase examples
Input data 1 (Example of the gene rpl12e):
(((A.pernix, S.solfataricus), P.aerophilum), (((P.abyssi, P.horikoshii), P.furiosus), ((M.jannaschii,
M.thermoaut.), ((T.acidophilum, F.acidarinanus), (((Halobacterium.sp., H.marismortui),
M.barkeri), A.fulgidus)))));
(((((P.aerophilum::0.0, S.solfataricus::0.0)::74.0, A.pernix::0.0)::79.0, T.acidophilum::0.0)::79.0,
F.acidarinanus::0.0)::100.0, (((P.horikoshii::0.0, P.furiosus::0.0)::61.0, P.abyssi::0.0)::81.0,
(((((Halobacterium.sp.::0.0, H.marismortui::0.0)::100.0, M.thermoaut.::0.0)::56.0,
M.barkeri::0.0)::56.0, A.fulgidus::0.0)::51.0, M.jannaschii::0.0)::65.0)::100.0);

Notice: Bootstrap scores in the gene tree are indicated after “::”. Bootstrap scores of the
gene tree branches adjacent to the leaves were set to 0.0 in the Newick string, otherwise
RIATA-HGT was unable to compute the correct HGT bootstrap support.
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Output data 1:
species tree:
(((A.pernix,S.solfataricus)I10,P.aerophilum)I11,(((P.abyssi,P.horikoshii)I7,P.furiosus)I8,((M.jann
aschii,M.thermoaut.)I5,((T.acidophilum,F.acidarinanus)I3,(((Halobacterium.sp.,H.marismor
tui)I0,M.barkeri)I1,A.fulgidus)I2)I4)I6)I9)I12;
gene tree:
((F.acidarinanus,(((P.aerophilum,S.solfataricus),A.pernix),T.acidophilum)),(((P.horikoshii,P.furio
sus),P.abyssi),(((((Halobacterium.sp.,H.marismortui)I0,M.thermoaut.),M.barkeri),A.fulgidus)
,M.jannaschii)));
There are 3 component(s), which account(s) for 9 solution(s), each of size 5
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I12:
Subsolution1:
I0 -> M.thermoaut. (56.0)
I11 -> F.acidarinanus (100.0)
I11 -> T.acidophilum (100.0)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I11:
Subsolution1:
I11 -> A.pernix (74.0) [time violation?]
Subsolution2:
S.solfataricus -> P.aerophilum (74.0)
Subsolution3:
P.aerophilum -> S.solfataricus (74.0)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I8:
Subsolution1:
P.horikoshii -> P.furiosus (61.0)
Subsolution2:
P.furiosus -> P.horikoshii (61.0)
Subsolution3:
I8 -> P.abyssi (61.0) [time violation?]
*****************************************************************************
Consensus network for this set of gene trees
(((A.pernix,S.solfataricus)I10,P.aerophilum)I11,(((P.abyssi,P.horikoshii)I7,P.furiosus)I8,((M.jann
aschii,M.thermoaut.)I5,((T.acidophilum,F.acidarinanus)I3,(((Halobacterium.sp.,H.marismortui)I0
,M.barke
ri)I1,A.fulgidus)I2)I4)I6)I9)I12;
P.horikoshii -> P.furiosus
P.furiosus -> P.horikoshii
I8 -> P.abyssi
I11 -> A.pernix
S.solfataricus -> P.aerophilum
P.aerophilum -> S.solfataricus
I0 -> M.thermoaut.
I11 -> F.acidarinanus
I11 -> T.acidophilum
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Figure OA9. For the example of the rpl12e data RIATA-HGT found 9 solutions, each of size 5.
Five of these solutions contradict the same lineage constraint (they include HGTs marked by [time
violation?] in the program output) and four of them satisfy all plausible evolutionary constraints
(e.g., the solution represented in Fig. 6 is among the four eligible solutions). HGT bootstrap scores
are indicated between the parentheses in the program output.

Input data 2 (Example of PheRS Synthetase):
((((P.hori,M.ther,A.fulg,M.jann),(S.solf,P.aero)),(S.cere,H.sapi)),((B.burg,T.pall),Synech,C.trac,(T.t
her,D.radi),(N.gono,H.pilo,(P.aeru,E.coli,H.infl),(R.caps,R.prow)),M.tube,T.mari,A.aeol,(P.ging,C.
tepi),(C.acet,(B.subt,(E.faec,S.pyog)),(M.pneu,M.geni))));
(((((D.radi::0.0,T.ther::0.0)::100.0,((((N.gono::0.0,P.aeru::0.0)::55.0,((R.prow::0.0,H.pilo::0.0)::67.
0,(H.infl::0.0,E.coli::0.0)::98.0)::34.0),(A.aeol::0.0,Synech::0.0)::19.0):12.0,((C.trac::0.0,P.ging::0.0
)::85.0,C.tepi::0.0)::88.0)::8.0)::6.0,((R.caps::0.0,T.mari::0.0)::31.0,(M.tube::0.0,C.acet::0.0)::59.0):
:15.0):41.0,((M.pneu::0.0,M.geni::0.0)::100.0,((S.pyog::0.0,E.faec::0.0)::99.0,B.subt::0.0)::90.0)::2
8.0),((((H.sapi::0.0,S.cere::0.0)::100.0,A.fulg::0.0)::24.0,M.ther::0.0)::24.0,(M.jann::0.0,((S.solf::0.
0,P.aero::0.0)::74.0,(P.hori::0.0,(T.pall::0.0,B.burg::0.0)::100.0)::88.0)::85.0)::25.0)::100.0);

Notice: Bootstrap scores in the gene tree are indicated after “::”. Bootstrap scores of the
gene tree branches adjacent to the leaves were set to 0.0 in the Newick string, otherwise
RIATA-HGT was unable to compute the correct HGT bootstrap support.
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Output data 2:
species tree:
((((P.hori,M.ther,A.fulg,M.jann)I18,(S.solf,P.aero)I17)I19,(S.cere,H.sapi)I16)I20,(((T.ther,D.radi)
I13,(N.gono,H.pilo,(R.caps,R.prow)I10,(P.aeru,(E.coli,H.infl)I11)I4)I12,M.tube,T.mari,(
Synech,A.aeol)I15,(C.trac,(P.ging,C.tepi)I9)I3,(C.acet,((B.subt,(E.faec,S.pyog)I6)I7,(M.pneu,M.
geni)I5)I8)I1)I2,(B.burg,T.pall)I14)I0)I21;
gene tree:
(((((D.radi,T.ther)I13,((((N.gono,P.aeru),((R.prow,H.pilo),(H.infl,E.coli)I11)),(A.aeol,Synech)I15
):12.0,((C.trac,P.ging),C.tepi))),((R.caps,T.mari),(M.tube,C.acet))):41.0,((M.pneu,M.geni),
((S.pyog,E.faec),B.subt))I8),((((H.sapi,S.cere)I16,A.fulg),M.ther),(M.jann,((S.solf,P.aero)I17,(P.h
ori,(T.pall,B.burg)I14)))));
There are 3 component(s), which account(s) for 12 solution(s), each of size 14
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I21:
Subsolution1:
I17 -> P.hori
P.hori -> I14 (100.0)
I16 -> M.ther (25.0)
I16 -> A.fulg (25.0)
Subsolution2:
P.hori -> I14 (100.0)
P.hori -> I17 (85.0)
I16 -> A.fulg (25.0)
I16 -> M.ther (25.0)
Subsolution3:
A.fulg -> I16 (100.0)
I17 -> M.jann (25.0)
I17 -> P.hori
P.hori -> I14 (100.0)
Subsolution4:
I19 -> M.jann (88.0) [time violation?]
I16 -> A.fulg (25.0)
P.hori -> I14 (100.0)
I16 -> M.ther (25.0)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I2:
Subsolution1:
R.prow -> H.pilo (67.0)
R.caps -> T.mari (31.0)
I4 -> I3 (85.0)
I11 -> R.prow (0.0)
I4 -> I13 (100.0)
R.caps -> M.tube
P.aeru -> N.gono (55.0)
M.tube -> C.acet (59.0)
I4 -> I15 (19.0)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Component I3:
Subsolution1:
P.ging -> C.trac (85.0)
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Subsolution2:
C.trac -> P.ging (85.0)
Subsolution3:
I3 -> C.tepi (85.0) [time violation?]
***************************************************************************
Consensus network for this set of gene trees
((((P.hori,M.ther,A.fulg,M.jann)I18,(S.solf,P.aero)I17)I19,(S.cere,H.sapi)I16)I20,(((T.ther,D.radi)
I13,(N.gono,H.pilo,(R.caps,R.prow)I10,(P.aeru,(E.coli,H.infl)I11)I4)I12,M.tube,T.mari,(Synech,
A.aeol)
I15,(C.trac,(P.ging,C.tepi)I9)I3,(C.acet,((B.subt,(E.faec,S.pyog)I6)I7,(M.pneu,M.geni)I5)I8)I1)I2,
(B.burg,T.pall)I14)I0)I21;
P.ging -> C.trac
C.trac -> P.ging
I3 -> C.tepi
R.prow -> H.pilo
R.caps -> T.mari
I4 -> I3
I11 -> R.prow
I4 -> I13
R.caps -> M.tube
P.aeru -> N.gono
M.tube -> C.acet
I4 -> I15
I17 -> P.hori
P.hori -> I14
I16 -> M.ther
I16 -> A.fulg
P.hori -> I17
A.fulg -> I16
I17 -> M.jann
I19 -> M.jann
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Figure OA10. For the example of the PheRS Synthetase data RIATA-HGT found 12 solutions, each of size 14. The HGTs contradicting the same lineage

constraint are marked by [time violation?] in the program output. Five initial tree transformations indicated by the dashed ellipses were made by RIATA-

HGT prior to carrying out HGT detection (see the transformed input Newick string of the species tree in the program input). Each of these transformations

corresponds to a trivial HGT (i.e., HGTs between the sister taxa from the same multifurcation). Thus, the presented solution actually consists of 19 HGTs,

including 14 regular and 5 trivial HGTs. The minimum-cost solution presented in Figure 8, and comprising of 7 regular and 10 trivial HGTs, was not found
by RIATA-HGT. HGT bootstrap scores are indicated between the parentheses in the program output.
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